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1. Burgess -Borden Separator Test:
a. Burgess-Borden, 10 ampere-hour, si •lvor-zinc cells are being tested
to evaluate the performance of various separator materials. The perfor-
mance of cells with the various types of separator material is corared
to that of control cells with PUDO type separator material. The alplia-
numeric synbols designating the various types of separator material are
as fol l ow s :
-(1) C-3, B-3, 9107-4, 9107-5, 9137-3, 9107-12, 9107-13, 9107-14,
9017-15 and 5-9107-23.	 -
b. Preparation:
(1) Vacuum fill the cells with 30 or 40 percent KOH, as specified,
and place on stand for 72 hours before testing.
(2) Adjust the electrolyte in all cells to the tops of the plates
at the end of the charge cycle.
(3) Conduct all tests at 25° C (room ter;perature).
c. Test Procedure:
(1) Subject the-cells to a series of three preconditionin g cycles
as follows:
(a) Cycles 1 and `^2: Charge at the c/20 rate (500 milliarperes)
until cells receive 120 percent of rated capacity (24 hours).- then foll ow-
ing a 16-hour stand, discharge the cells individually at the c/5 rate
(2 amperes) to an end voltage of 3.30 volts. Allow cells to stand in a
discharged condition from 1 to 5 hours before recharging.
(b) Cycle 3: Charge at the c/20 rate (500 milliamperes) until
cells receive 120 percent of rated capacity (24 hours); then following a
16-hour stand, discharge the cells individually at the c /1 rate ( 10 amperes)
to an end voltage of 1.30 volts.
(2) Following the preconditioning cycles, test the cells under one
of the following procedures:
(a) Constant-Potential Cycling Test (99 Cells; 12 Packs):
1. Charge dt the c/20 rate ( 500 milli amperes) until the
cells receive the specified 120 percent of the preceding discharge.
Subject the cells to continuous discharge -charge cycling
as follows:
N
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a. Individually discharge the cells at the c/5 rate
(2 amperes) to a terminal voltage of 1.30 volts; at which tine remove the
cell from the circuit and record the discharge time.
b. Allow the cells to stand in the discharged condi-
tion from 1 to 5 hours.
c. Charge the cells for 30 hours at the c/20 rate
( 500 milliamperes) to a voltage limit  of 1.97 volts per cell, a^- rage .
d. Allan the cells to stand in a charged state for
2 hours before recycTing.
(b) Constant Current Test (45 Cells; 5 Packs):
1. Charge the cells at the c/20 rate (500 milliamperes)
to the specified 105 or 120 percent of the preceding discharge.
2. Subject the cells to continuous discharge-charge
cycling as fol 1 oars :
a. Individually discharge the cells at the c/5 rate
(2 amperes) to a terminal voltage of 1.30 volts; at which tiro remove the
cell from the circuit and record the discharge tine.
b. Allow the cells to stand in the discharged state
from 1 to 5 hours. 1
c. Charge the cells at the c/20 rate (500 milliamperes)
to the specified 105 or 120 percent of the preceding discharge.
d. Allow the cells to stand in the charged state for
2 hours before recycTing.
(c) Charged Stand Test (59 Cells; 10 Packs):
1. Charge the cells at the c/20 rate (500 milliamperes)
to the specified-120 percent of the preceding discharge.
2. Allan the cells to stand in the charged condition for
2 hours.
A. Subject the cells to continuous discharge-charge cycling
as fol l cars :
a. Individually discharge the cells at the c/5 rate
(2 amperes) to a terminal voltage of 1.30 volts; at which time remove the
cell from the circuit and record the discharge tin.
b. Allow the cells to stand in the discharged state
from 1 to 5 hours.
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c. Charge the cells at the c/20 rate (500 milliamperes)
to the. specified 120 percent of the preceding discharge.
d. Allow the cells to stand in tie charged condition
for 30 days (open circuit) before recycling.
d. Recording of Test Results:
(1) Discharges: Following open circuit cell voltage redwings,
record the ceA voltages and current at 1 minute, 15 minutes, 30 minutes,
and every 30 minutes thereafter to the specified cutoff voltage.
(2) Recharges: Folloiin g open circuit cell voltage readings,
record the cell voltages 1 minute after start of charge and hourly there-
after to completion of charge.
(3) Charged Stand Test: Follariing recharge, open circuit cell
voltages were recorded daily.
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2.	 Open Circuit and Overcharge Tests:
a.	 The purpose of this test is to gather as nuch information as
possible on the storage of charged cells on open circuit or continuous
-charge conditions.
	
Since it is not a failure type test, no cells will
be considered as failed unless for some internal shorting problem.	 Ten
Sonotone, 3.5 ampere-hour, nickel-cadmium cells were subjected to the
open circuit test, and 10 to the overcharge test. 	 These cells were sub-
jected to the series of acceptance tests upon their receipt and +-11a.r ng
1 year of their respective open circuit or overcharge tests.They will
be subjected to the series of acceptance tests following each successive
year of their respective tests.	 After the first and succeeding annual
series of acceptance tests; analyze the cell from each group which
shows the greatest loss of capacity.
b.	 Acceptance Test Procedure:
(1) Capacity Test:	 Subject the cells to a series of three
capacity checks as follows:
(a) Charge the cells in series for 16 hours at the c/10 rate
(350 milliamperes). i
.	 (b) Allow cells to stand for 1 hour before discharging.
(c) Discharge the cells individually at the c/2 rate (1.75
amperes) to cutoff of 1.00 volt per cell. iJ	 -
(d) Record cell voltages every hour on charge, and every 10
minutes on discharge.
r
(2) Cell Short Test:	 Following completion of the third capacity
check discharge:
(a) Load each cell with a resistor of a value giving a c/1
to c/5 (3.5 amperes to 700 milliamperes) discharge rate.
(b) Allan the cells to stand-for 16 hours with the resistor
acting as a shorting device.
(c) Remove resistors and allow cells to stand on open circuit
for 24 hours.
(d) Rccord cell voltages hourly.
(3) Immersion Seal Test:
(am) Place the cells under water in a bell Jar.
(b) Reduce the pressure in the bell Jar to 10 iriches of mercury
and hold for 3 minutes.
.	
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•_ (c) 'During this 3-minute period scrutinize the cells for a
steady stream of bubbles, theraby indicating a leak around a seal or weld.
(4) Overcharge Test:
(a) Charge the cells in series at each of three rates for 48
hours as fol l ows :
t. c/20 (175 milliamperes).
2. c/10 (350 milliamperes).
3. c/5 (700 milliamperes).
(b) Record the cell voltages hourly.
(c) Discontinue charging of any cell that exceeds 1.50 volts.
(5) Internal Resistance Test:
(a) At the completion of the overiiarge test return the cells
to the c/20 (175 milliamperes) charging rate, Ic/20.
(b) While charging at this rate, pulse the charging current at
the c rate (3.5 amperes_) , Ic , for 5 to 10 seconds.
(c) Record the cell voltage, V irriediately prior to the pulse,
and the cell voltage, V2 , 5 milliseconds alter initiation of the pulse.
(d) Calculate the internal resistances of the cells according
to:
s
•	 R 
s
 I - IV
1
c	 c/20
.
(6) Repeat the immersion seal test.
c. Open Circuit Stand and Overcharge Test Procedures:
(1) Open Circuit Stand:
(a) Charge the cells in series at the c/10 rate (350 milli -
amperes), for 16 hours.
(b) Place cells in individual holders, on a shelf for 1 year.
(c) Record the cell voltages weekly.
5
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(2) Overcharge Test:
(a) Charge the calls in series at the c/10 rate (350 milli-
amperes) for lb hours..
(b) Charge the cells in series at the WOO rate (35 milliamperes)
for I year.
(c) Record the cell voltages weekly.
(3) Following completion of each year of the open circuit stand test
or the overcharge test:
(a) Discharge the cells individually to the specified cutoff
of 1.00 volt for capacity measurement.
(b) Again subject the cells to the series of acceptance tests.
• i
3. IMP E, #10:
a.* One 13-cell, Yardney, 10 ampere-hour, silver-cadmium battery is
being tested under environmental conditions simulating those encountered
-by the EXPLORER XXXV'space vehicle. The 13 cells are connected in series
and encased in a metal container with epoxy resin.
b. Initial Charge:
.(1) Upon receipt of this battery the cells were discharged to zero
volts thrown 1-ohm, resistors placed across the voltage monitoring leads of
the individual cells. The battery was then charged at 600 milliamperes
until the voltage of any one cell reached 1.55 volts.
c. Cycling Procedure:
(1) Cycling under simulated conditions was accomplished by placing
the battery in a vacuum charter which in turn was placed in a temperature
chamber.
(a) The pressure inside the vacuum chanfier was maintained at
approximately 20 microns of mercury.
(b) The teriperature chanter was maintained at 25° C for the
first 7 days of cycling, after which the temperature was reduced at a
rate of 5° C per hour to 5° C and maintained at that temperature.
(2) The discharge-charge cycling consists of half hour discharges
followed by 11-hour charges. The battery is required to deliver constant
power during which the discharge current ranges from approximately 2.5
amperes at the beginning to approximately 2.8 amperes near the end of
discharge,
(3) Part of the current from the power supply, used to charge the
battery, is required by the electronic instrumentation simulating the
EXPLORER XXXV spacecraft. The maximum current available from this power
supply is 3 apperes. The balance of the current drawn from the power
supply is used to charge the battery. Charging of the battery is controlled
by a two-step regulator, with the initial charging current approximately
600 nd l l iamperes . When the battery voltage reaches 19.6 volts (1.51 volts
per ,cell) the charging current starts to decrease, and when it decreases : j
100 milliamperes, the two-step regulator is automatically reset to hold the
battery voltage at 18.3 volts (1.41 volts per cell).
14) The battery voltage, cell voltages, battery current, battery
temperature, and ambient pressure are recorded at the beginning and end
of discharges and charges. Every 20 cycles these parameters are recorded
every 10 minutes on discharge and hourly on charpe . Specific voltages in
the electronic instrumentation simulating • the spacecraft are measured and
recorded via the battery evaluation panel at least once every 24 hours.
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4. 1 I F, f4:
a.' One 13-cell Yardney, 3.0 ampere-hour, silver-cadmium battery is
being tested under temperature and load conditions simulatin g those
encountered by one of the EXPLORER series space vehicles. The 13 cells
are connected in series and encased in a metal container with epoxy resin.
b. Initial Charge:
.(1) The cells were initially discharged for 16 hours through 1-ohm
resistors placed across the voltage monitoring leads of the individual
cells. The battery was then charged at 300 milliamperes until the voltage
of any cell reached 1.55 volts. Following this the cells were discharged
at 2.5 amperes until the average cell voltage was 0.9 volt. The cells
then received another charge at 300 milliamperes until the voltage of
any cell readied 1.55 volts.
c. Cycling Procedure:
(1) Prior to undergoing repetitive discharge-charge cycling, this
battery was placed in a temperature controlled charmer which was held at
25° C. The cells were then discharged at 2.5 amperes for 20 minutes, after
which they were charged at 2.5 ar^eres until the battery voltage reached
194 volts (,1.51 volts per cell). (Charging of the battery is controlled
by a two-step regulator.) :When the battery voltage reached 19.6 volts
0.51 volts per cell) the charging current decreased. When the current
decreased to 50 milliamperes the two-step regulator automatically reset
to hold the battery voltage at 18.3 volts (1.41 volts per cell). For the
following 14 days the cells received charging current necessary to maintain
the battery voltage at 18.3 volts (1.41 volts per cell). On the 15th day
the aMient temperature of the cells was reduced fron 25° C to 8° C at the
rate of 4° C per hour. Charging As continued at a rate that maintained
the on-charge voltage at 18.3 volts until the 20th day.
(2) On the 20th day with the ambient temperature of the cells
still at r C, the first discharge-charge cycle was started. It had a
duration of 20 days, beginning with a discharge period of 2 minutes followed
by charging for the balance of the 20-day. period. After the 40th day, the
discharge-charge cycle periods were 4 days. The duration of the discharge
periods increased from 5 minutes at the first 4-day cy cle to 23 minutes at
the 13th through the 16th 4-day cycle and decreased to 8 minutes at the
23rd 4-day period. The discharge current was 2.5 amperes.
(3) Since the discharge-charge cycle period after the 40th day
was always 4 days, and the duration of the discharge period varied, the
duration of the charge period varied according%y. Charging was at 2.5
amperes until the battery reached a voltage of 19.6 (1.51 volts per cell).
When the battery voltage reached 19 .6 volts (1.51 volts per cell) the
charging current decreased. When the current decreased to 50 milli a^e yes,
the two-step regulator was automatically reset to 18 .3 volts (1.41 volts per
cell) and maintained at that val ue for. the balance of the charge period.
•
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5. -Synchronous Orbit IOHR16(S)-1 04:
a. Ten Yardney, 16 ampere-hour, sealed, silver-zinc cells were tested
under conditions simiilar to those aboard a synchronous orbit satellite.
b. Initial Cycle:
(1) Initially the cells were discharged individually, through 1-ohm
resistors, to 0..6 volt per cell. They were then charged in series at 100
milliamperes to an average voltage of 1.98 volts per cell (19.8 total
volts) . Charging was to be terminated prior to reaching 19.3 volts if the
voltageof any one cell exceeded 2.0 volts. The cells were then discharged
at 5.0 amperes for 1 hour followed by a charge for 23 hours at 500 milli-
amperes until the voltage reached 19.8 volts. (Charging of the battery is
controlled by a two-step regulator.) When the battery voltage reached
19.8 volts 0.98 volts per cell) the charging current decreased. When the
current decreased to 100 milliamperes the two-step regulator automatically
reset to hold the battery voltage at 18.E volts (1.86 volts per cel l ) for
the balance of the charge period. The battery was left on continuous float
at 1.86 volts per cell for an addition&I 59 days.
c. Cycling Procedure:
(1) During the periods from the 61st through tie 100th day and from
the 241st through the L30th day of orbiting, these cells viere subjected to
24 hour discharge-charge cycling to sirulate the so called 40-day shadow
periods experienced by the batters aboard a synchronous orbit satellite.
(2) The duration of the discharge of the first day of each 40-day
shadar period was 0.2 hour. The discharge time for the succeeding days
up through the 16th day was increased by uniform increvents to 1.2 hours
and held at 1.2 hours for each of"the succeeding 8 days. Then during the
last 16 days of each 1.0-day shadmi period, the daily discharges were decreased
by uniform increments to 0.2 hour. The discharges were at 5 .O amperes./.
(3) Charging was at 800 milliamperes until the total voltage reached
19.8 volts at which time charging was, automatically crossed over to constant
potential. When the charge current decreased to 100 milliamperes, the
constant potential charge was automatically reset to 18.6 volts (1.86
volts per cell) and maintained at that value for the balance of each
charge period.
(4) While cycling during the shadow periods, the total cell voltage
and current were recorded on strip chart recorders. In addition, the
individual cell voltages, the total voltage and the current were measured
with a digital voltmuhter and recorded. These readings were taken three to
seven times during discharges, and hourly during the charge periods.
(5) Between the shadow periods, the cells were on continuous
charge for IQ days and received sufficient currant from the two-step
.
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regulator to maintain the total cell voltage at 18.6 volts. During Mi s
tine, the individual cell voltages, the total voltage and tie current
were wasured with a digital voltueter daily and recorded.
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•6. - Yardney Separator and Plate Test:
a. The purpose of this test was to obtain data on 30 Yardney, 12
ampere-hour, specially constructed silver-zinc cells for National
'Aeronautics and Space Administration, Goddard Space Flight Center.
b. These cells are assembled into six 5-cell packs, three of which
consist of sealed cells with pressure gages, and the remaining three packs
eonsi:t of unsealed cells. One pack of each group contained RAI 2.2)Gi
series 2 separators; another pack of each group had Teflon in tie negatives
wi th Emul phogene i n the el ectrolyte as an addi ti ve; and the th i rd pack i n
each group had negative plates with extended edges. These cell construc-
tions are listed below:
SEALED CELLS WITH PRESSURE GAGES
Series	 Pack Pao.	 Cells Number
K969 1 68, 70 through 73 (with RAI 2.2X11 series 2 separators)
K969 2 55 through 59 (with Teflon negatives and Emulp'nonane)
K1130 3 49 through 53 (with negative edges extended)
UNSEPUD CELLS
Series Pack No. Cells dumper
K969	 4	 74 through 78 (with RAI 2.2XH series 2 separators)
K969	 5	 60, 61, 62, 64 & 65 (with Teflon negatives and Emuiphogene)
K1100	 6	 54 through 58 (with negative e'ges extended)
c. Each of the cells was initially discharged through a 1-ohm resistor
to 1.0 volt. Then the cells received Uio consecutive charge-discharge
cycles, each consisting of an 800 milliampere constant current charge
followed by a constant current discharge at 3.0 amperes: Cells were reeved
individually  from the charge ci rcui t as each reached 2.0 volts, and were
likewise removed from the discharge circuit as each reached 1.30 volts.
d. The cells received continuous charge-discharge cycling at room
temperature. Charging of the 15 (3 packs) sealed cells with pressure
gages was at 800 milliamperes until the first cell in each pack reached
1.97 volts, at which time the current was reduced to 100 milliamperes and
maintained at that level for the balance of the 30-hour urge period. The
15 (3 packs) unsealed cells were charged at 800 milliamperes until 120
percent of the previous discharge capacity was returned to each cell.
The cells were allowed to stand on open ci rcui t for a minimum of 2 hours
between end of charging and beginning of discharge. Both groups of cells
'11
(sealed and unsealed) were then discharged at 3.0 amperes, and each cell
in turn, when its voltage decreased to 1.30 volts was removed from the
circuit. At the end of each discharge, the cells were placed on open
circuit for 1 to 5 hours before being placed on the charge portion of the
inext cycle. Individual cells were removed from test upon delivering less
than 4.0 ampere-hours on the discharge portion of Cie cycle.
e. Pack voltages, cell voltages and current were measured and recorded
every	mimttes during discharge and every hour during charge. Pressure
was recorded hourly.
iIE 7. . Polymerized *,leoprene Seal Overcharge Test:
a. Five Gulton, 3.5 arrere-hour, nickel -cadc.iurl cells Mere te:.ted to
evaluate the perfor Vince of their polyr,erized neo prene seals. Prior to
_	 -being-put on overcharge these cells received the standard acceptance tests.
b. Acceptance Test Procedure.
(l) Capaci ty Test: Subject t:he cells to a seri es of three capacity
checks as fol 1 o:•is :
(a) Charge the cells for 15 hours at tie c/10 rate (350 milli-
amperes) .
(b) Allaa cells to stand for 1 hour before discharging.
(c) Discharge the cells individually at tie c/2 rate (1.75
=	 amperes) to cutoff of 1.00 volt per cell.
(d) Record cell volta ges every hour en char ge, and ever/ 10
minutes on discharge.
(2) Cell Short Test: Folloiing corpletion of tine t;^irc capacity
check dischharce:
#	 (a) Load each cell with a resistor of a value giving a c/l to
c/5 (3.5 amperes to 700 milliamperes) discharge rate.
-	 a
(b) AlIa^t the cells to stand for 16 fiours with the resistor
acting as a shorting device.
(c) Remove resistors and allmi cells to stand on open circuit
for 24 hours.
(d) Record cell voltages hourly.
(3) Irmersion Seal Test:
(a) Place the cells under water in a bell jar.
-	 (b) Reduce the pressure in the bell jar to 10 inches of mercury
and hold for 3 minutes.
(c) During this 3-nri note peri od scrutinize the cells for a
steady stream of bubbles, thereby indicating a leak around a seal or weld.
(4) Overcharge Test:
(a) Charge the cells at each of three rates for 48 hours as
follows
.
..
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31. c/20 (175 milliamperes).
2. a/10 (350 milliamperes).
3. C/5 (700 mill iarperes) .
(b) Record the cell voltages hourly.
(c) Discontinue charging of any cell that exceeds 1.50 volts.
^(5) Internal Resistance Test:
(a) At the completion of the overcharge test return the cells
to the c/20 (175 mri l l i anperes) charging rate, I c/20 .
(b) Uhile charging at this rate, pulse the chargino current at
Vie c rate (3.5 amperes), Ic, for 5 to 10 seconds.
(c) Record the cell voltage, V1, irr;ediately prier to iE,
pulse, and the cell voltage, V2, 5 nilliseconds after initiation of t',ie
pulse.
(d) Calculate the internal resistances of the cells according
to:
R= V2rV1
1	 Ic - Ic/20
(6) Repeat the immersion seal test.
c. Foll(ming t)e acceptance -tests tie cells shall be put on continuous
charge at the c/10 rate (350 milliamperes) to test tide ability of polyp!erized
neoprene seals to withstand continuous overcharging. The cell voltages, pack
voltage and current are r,:easured and recorded at 4-hour intervals. The cells
are visually Oecked for leaks three times a day.
a
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8. S cubed; 6902-6YS3T3, Batteries 1, 2 and 3:
a: Each Yardney, 3.0 arpere-hour, silver-cadniur battery, containing
five cells in series, is encased in a metal container filled with epoxy
.resin. The batteries are being tested under the follo:ling procedures.
b. Batteries No. 1 (0° C) and 1,1o. 3 (25° C) shall operate under an
8-hour cycle consistin g
 of a wo level volta ge charge for 7 hours and 20
minutes, and a discharge for 40 minutes. Charging shall be at 	 spa until
the high level voltage liridt of 9.0 volts is reachad--at Which tir:e tie
charge current decreases to maintain 9.0 volts. :"hen de diarge current
reaches 40 nia the voltage livti t is reduced to 8.4 vol ts. When the low
level voltage limit is reached before the end of tiie charring period, the
charge current shall be reduced to zero.
c. Battery No. 2 (0° C) shall be tested in the following iianner. It
shall operate under an 8-hour cycle consisting of a two level voltage charge
for 7 hours and a discharge for 1 hour. Chargin g shall be at 200 ma until
trhe high level voltage limit of 0.13 volts is reached--at :ihi cli tire the
charge current decreases to r,.ai ntai n 9.13 volts. 1 1hen t`ie charge current
reaches 40 ma the voltage limit is reduced to 8.4 volts. ;"hen tie lota
level volta ge limit is readied before the end of trte charging period, the
drarge current shall be reduced to zero.
d. The batteries shall be operated for 1100 continuous cycles of
discharge and charge or to the cutoff of 5.4 volts, tahichever comes first.
e. Battery voltage, cel l vol tapes , current and terperatum are recordad
on a strip diart recorder every third cycle.
f. The iav level volta ge has..been increased from 8.40 volts to E.53
volts for flattery number 1 at 0° 't; 8.50 volts for battery nurser 2 at
0° C; and 8.55 volts for battery number 3 at 25° C.
.
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9. S cubed; 5XYS5(S) C-3f1, Batteries 1 and 2 from Group Earl:
a. Each Yardney, 3.0 am-ere-hour, silv_r-cadr:ium batter,/ contains
five cells connected.A n series and is encased in a metal container filled
with epoxy resin. The batteries uere tested under the fol l o:1i np. procedures.
b. One battery of five cells was cycled (char ged and discharged
,repetitively) at -10° C and the other batter was cycled at 25° C. The
tots-- cycle neri cd ;las 7.5 hours, cor•si sti ic of a char ge for 6 hours and
46 minutes at 200 milliamperes
     to a voltage l i ci t, fol l owed by a discharge
of 44 n-ii nutes . The on-charge volta ge limit  for the batterl cycl i nc at
-10° C was 7.75 (1.55 volts per cell) ; and for t`ie battery charging at
25° C was 7.50 (1.50 volts per call). Durin g' the di scharne periods, the
discharge rate for Vie first 34 r,i nutes was i.0 amore; and during the
last 10 minutes was 2.5 amperes.
c. Battery voltages, cell voltages and currents were r:eas ured and
recorded at the beginning and end of each charge and discharge of each
cycle; and on each 15th cycle, these parareters were also recorded at tiie
10, 20, 33 and 35 T.Anute points during discharge and >>ourly during charge.
1
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s10. ESB-Borden Separator Evaluation Test:
a.' Sixty ES8-Eorden, 10 ;!r^aere-hour, silver-zinc cel l S are being tested
to evaluate the performance characteristics of various se ! ' rator materials
..developed by the Borden Chemical Company. The plates of each group of 15
cells are insulated witr1 one of the following tyres of separator iaterials
or combination thereof and are designated as types 9107-27; 9107-29-
9107-27/29; and 9107-C3.
b. .Preparation:
(1) The cells were vacuum filled with 40 percent KON which was
supplied by ESB, and then placed on stand for 72 hours before testing.
(2) xl tests were conducted at 25° C (room temperature).
c. Initial Conditioning Cycle Procedure:
(1) The first and second cycles consisted of:
(a) Charges at the c/20 rate (500 cilliamper2s) for 24 hours
to give an input of 120 percent of the manufacturer's rated capacity. At
the end of each charge, the electrolyte level :,sas adjusted to 6.e top of
the plates using 40 percent KOIJ electrolyte su p plied by 133.
(b) Then folluaing a 15-hour stand, tie cells were individually
discharged at the c/5 rate (2.0 amperes) to an end voltage of 1.3 volts.
The cells :ere a11o:Ked to staled 1 to 5 hours before recharging.
(2) Tiie third cycle consisted of:
(a) R charge at the 6/20 rate (500 milliamperes) for 24 hours
to give an input of 120 percent of the manufacturer's rated capacity. ht
the end of charge, the electrolyte level was adjusted to tie tops of the
plates using 40 percent KOH electrolyte supplied by ES3.
(b) Then folla.sing a to-hour stand, the cells were individually1	
discharged at the c/1 rate (10.0 amperes) to an end voltage of 1.3 volts.
(3) The fourth charge was at the c/20 rate (500 milliamperes) for
24 hours to give an input of 120 percent of the manufacturer ' s ratedg	
capacity. At the end of charge, the electrolyte level was adjusted to
the top of the plates using 40 percent KOH electrolyte supplied by ES3.
d. Constant Potential Charge Test (5 cells of eac :i separator type
or combination used):
(1) The cells were alloaied to stand on open circuit for 16 hours
follaiing the recharge in paragraph 10.c.(3).
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(2) They were then discharged individually at ttie c/5 rate (2.0
amperes) to a terminal voltage of 1.3 volts and, then allaaed to stand on
open circuit frog 1 to 5 hours before recharging.
(3) These cells were then charged at a constant potential of 2.0
volts per cell average for 30 hours with a maximum current of 500 milli-
amperes.	 Follarring the charge	 the cells were alla:•red to stand for 2 hours
during which tire electrolyte 140 percent KOH) was added as necessary to
maintain the electrolyte level at the too of the plates.
(4) These cells were cycled continuously as outlined in paragraphs
10.d.(2) and 10.d.(3) until each cell
	
failed to deliver a minimum, 	 of 4.0
ampere-hours.
e.	 Constant Current Charge Test (5 cells of each separator type or
combination used)
(1) The cells were al to ied to stand on open ci rc!ii t for 16 Hours
foila_rMng the recharge in paragrapa 10.c.(3).
(2) They Caere then discharged individually at Voe	 /a rate (2.0
amperes) to a terminal voltage of 1.3 voits, and t.ren alloTied to stanu on
open circuit from 1, to 5 hours before recharci n,.
(3) Tile cells !mere then charged at s constai-it current rate of c/20
1 (500 milliamperes) until	 120 percent rf the capacity each cell delivered
on the previous cisc+large was returnedl .	 Fo11oarine cot oletion of Oarce of
the last cell, the cells were' allaaed to stand in tie char ed condition
for 2 hours, during which tire electrolyte (43 percent KC"I 	 was added as
- necessary to maintain the level at the :op of the plates.
(4) These cells were cycled continuously as outlined in paragraphs
10.e.(2) and 13.e.(3) until each cell failed to deliver a minirun of 4.0 
ampere-hours.
f.	 Charged Stand Test (5 cells of each separator type or combination
used):
(1) The cells .•nerd allowed to stand on open circuit for 16 hours
follaring the recharge in paragraph 10.c.(3).
(2) These cells were then discharged individually  at the c/5 rate
(2.0 amperes) to a terminal voltage of 1.3 volts, and then allowed to
4 stand on open circuit from 1 to 5 hours before recharging.
(3) The cells were then charged at a constant current rate of c/20
(500 milliamperes) until 120 percent of the capacity each cell delivered
on the previous discharge was returned. 	 ;fear the end of charge, electro-
lyte (40 percent KOH) was added as necessary to maintain the level at
} the top of the plates.	 The cells were allayed to stand in the charged
condition for 30 days.
18
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(4) Theie, cells were cycled continuously as outlined in paragraphs
IO.f.(?) and I0.f.(3) until each cell	 failed to deliver a mini.-wri of 4.0
ampere-hours.
9 .	Recording of Test Results:
(1) Discharoes:	 Folloain g the open circuit cell vol tare readings
the cell voltages and currentwere recoruA at I minute, 15 r1nutes, 30
rdnuies, and every 30 minutes thereafter to the specified cutoff of 1.3
volts per cell.
(2) Recharges:	 Follwing the open circuit cell voltage readings,
the cell voltages were recorded I minute after start of charging and hourly
thereafter to completion of charge.
(3) 30-Day Stand:	 FolloAng the recharge, the open circuit w1 
voltages wore recorded daily.
h.	 The first cell in eac:i 5-cell test nrOUn to fail was sent to:
ES3, Inc., Carl	 F. Norbern Research Laboratory ("r. Jack, ".el ly)
Yardley, Pennsylvania 19067.
111.. ESB Separator Test:
a.* ESB, 10 aripera-hour, silver-zinc cells are being tested to evaluate
tf,e performance characteristics of various separator materials. The plates
;of each . group of 1 3 cells are insulated wi , one of the fol l avii ng types of
separator r:.aterial, or corfiination thereof, and are desiUaated as follows:
SK9211-1	 Control group with 193 Pudo separator material
SKID
 •"11-2	 PA  Permion 1770C separator material
SK9211-3	 RAI Permion 2290 separator r-iateri al
SK9211-4	 RAI Penns on 2231 separator material
S0211-5	 RAI Permion 2291 separator material
SK9211-6	 193 Pudo separator material
SK9211-7	 RAI Permion 2291 separator material
SK9211-8	 RAI Permion 2291 separator material
S0211-9	 RAI Per^mion 2291 and RAI Permnion 116 separator material
SK9211 -10 	 RAI Permion 2291 and PAI Permion 2290 separator material
SK9211-11
	
RAI Permion 2291 separator material.
b. Preparation:
(1) The cells wer-- vacuum filled with 40 percent K0 1  whi c:h ;gas
supplied by ES , and then placed on stand for 72 hours before testing.
(2) All tests were conducted at 25° C (room terpera:ure).
c. Initial ConditioninC Cycle Procedure:
(1) The first and second cycles consisted of:
(a) Charges at Gie c/23 rate (&)0 W111ampares) for 24 hours
to gi ve an i nput of 120 percent d# the manufacturer's rated capaci ty . At
the end of each charge, the electrolyte level was adjusted to tine top of
the plates using 20 percent XW electrolyte supplied by ESL.
(b) Then following a 16 -hour stand, the cells were individually
discharged at the c/5 rate (2.0 amperes) to an end voltare of 1.3 volts.
The cells were alto! -ted to stand 1 to 5 hours before recharging.
(2) The bird cycle consisted of:
(a) A charge at the c/20 rate (540 atilliamperes) for 24 hours
to give an input of 120 percent of the manufacturar's rated capacity. At
the end pf charge, the electrolyte level was adjusted to the tops of tie
plates using 201 percent SIN electrolyte supplied by ES3.
(b) Then foi i owi n a 16-hour stand, the cells were individually 
discharged at the c/1 rate (13.0 wiperes) to an end voitaga of 1.3 volts.
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(3) The fourth charge was at the c/20 rate (500 milliamperes) for
24 hours to give an input of 120 percent of the manufacturar's rated
capacity. At the and of charge, the electrolyte level was adjusted to
the top of the plates-using 20 percent KOH electrolyte supplied b y
 ESU.
d. Constant Potential Charge Test (5 cells of each separator type
or corbination used):
(1) Trhe- cells were al 1 o:ved to stand on open circuit for 16 hours
folla.- hig the recharge in paragraphh 11.c.(3).
(2) They were then discharged individually at the c/5 rate (2.0
amperes) to a terminal vol tape of 1.3 volts and, then al l oared to stand on
open circuit from 1 to 5 hours before recharging.
(3) These cells were thhen charged at a constant potential of 1.99 +
0.01 volts per cell average for 24 hours with a maxi rum current of 500 RIM-
amperes. Follcraing the charge, the cells were alloited to stand for 2 hours
during which tine electrolyte (20 percant "{Gi) was adder. as necassart to
maintain the electrolyte level at the top of the pl a .es .
(4) These cells -.rer- cycled continuously as outlined in paragraphs
li.d.(2) and il.d.(3) until each cell failed to delivar a mini-l'um of 4.0
ampere-hours.
e. Constant Current Charge Test (5 cells of eac,i separator type or
couibinaMon used):
(1) The cells .•sere allawed to stand on open circuit for 16 hours
follo.ring the recharge in paragraph ll.c.(3).
d
(2) They were then discharged individually at the c/5. rate (2.0
amperes) to a terminal voltage of 1.3 volts, anu tnen allowed to stand on
open circuit from. l to 5 hours before recharging.
(3) The cells were then charged at a constant current rate of c/20
(500 milliar.peres) until 120 percent of the capacity eaM cell delivered
on the previous discharge was returned. Folluaing coTlettun of c:harga of
the last cell, the cells were allo:red to stand in tike e'iar ;d condition
for 2 hours, during which time electrolyte (20 percent Kai) was added as
necdssary to maintain the level at the top of the plates.
(4) These cells were cycled continuously as outlined :n paragraphs
11.e.(2) •
 and il.e.(3) until each cell failed to de,-iver a onimm of 4.0
mere-hours.
.
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	 f. Charged -Stand Test (5 cells of each separator type or con`3irution
used) :
(1) The cells crew al l orizd to stand on o men ci rcui t for 16 hours
_follmirg the recharge in paragrai);i 11.;,.(3).
(2) These cells sere then disOarged individually at tie c/5 rate(2.0 arrperes) to a termi nal voltage of 1.3 volts, and then alla.ed to
stane on open circuit from 1 to 5 hours before red iargi n5.
(3) Tae cells were then charged at a constant current rate of c/20(500 mi l li arperes) until 120 percent of the capacity eac:i call del i vewd
on the previous discharge was returned. Hear-tne end; of charge, electro-
lyte (20 percent :Lx) was added as necessary to maintain the level at
the top of the plates. The cells riere allmied to stand in tie c`,arged
condition for 30 days.
(4) These cells were cycled continuously as outlined in paragraphs
ll.f.(2) and ll.f.(3) until each cell failed to 6elivar a minUmm of 4.0
ampere-hours.
g.	 recording of Test Results:
(1) Discharces:	 Folla•ring the open circuit cell voltage readings,
the cell voltages and: current =-•:2re recorded at 1 rfh n:;te, 13 minutes, 33
minutes, and ever;
	 30. minutes LAereafter to t:-- specified cutoff of 1.3
volts per cell.
1(2) Recharges:	 Fol lmi ng the open ci rcui t cell voltage readings,'
the cell voltages were recorded 1 rai cute after start of charging and I ourly
thereafter to coppletion of c;iarge.
a
_ (3) 30-Day Stand: 	 Following the recharge, the open circuit cell
_
voltages were recorded daily.
h.	 The first cell in each 5-cell test group to fail-was sent to:
ESB, Inc., Carl F. Norberg Research Laboratory (Ir. fact: Kelly),
Yardley, Pennsylvania 19057.
F-
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•12. 5xES6100 (Ee l l ays and Auxiliary Electrode) :
a. Five experimental 100 atipere-hour, silver- cadmiut<i cells were
ass%;bled by ESS, Inc.
b. The cell cases were made of polystrene, each fitted with a pressure
gage and pressure venting valve. In the bottor;i of each cell uas a beilays
assembly to regulate the electrolyte level. In physical contact -aita the
bellry-;s asse-•-bly was a pressure activated switch which opens when the
internal pressure exceeds 15 psi g and terminates charging. Eac i cell is
equipped with an auxiliary electrode for the recotAMnati on of oxyfien during
dnargi ng. The separator materials  am of a d-3si gn to permit rapid drai nage
of the negative plates during Oarge . The bel loets and special separator
m. terial vior< together to maxiwiize oxygen recor,bi nation by 'Oe auxiliary
electrode during charge.
c. These cells were submitted for test and evaluation of the bellars
system to control tae electrolyte level; t,ie pressure switc.i in the ;ello:vs
to cutoff charge wthan the interval pressure exceeds 15 psis: and i Ie
recombination c.iaracteristics of the auxilir.rr electro^-o in t:1.3se calls.
d. Test Procedure:
(1) Preparation and Capeci ty Tests: Eadi cell rzs restrai i ed by
tao 1/4- inch alui:iinu^: plates t0at were placed against the sides :alt; the
greatest area. i'i 2.2-6tti resistor !:as Connected betvieen tit auxiliary
electrode and the negative terminal of sari cell. Tie pressure sensitive
switches in tine cells were connected in series and attached to ti:e alarr;-,*
system. The cells ;were discharned individually throuri 1-oh-,l resistors
until the volta ge dropped belo,i 0.5 volt. Tie c.-lis teen received t.-io
capacity disc>arge cycles, each cpnsisting of a c^ , arca ai: 5.0 a Peres;
follo::ed by a discharge at 40 amperes for the first capacity _ leck and at
15 amperes for the second capacity test. Durinv charge. at 5.0 amperes,
each cell ;vas removed from t.'iE charge circuit when its on-Cnarga voltage
reached 1.55. The individual  cel 1 and auxi 1 i ar/ electrode vol tagas were
monitored during these charging periods. Tile cells were disdiarciad irldi-
vi dually to 0.8 volt for both di s di arge rates. Prior to cycling, the cells
were recharged at 5.0 amperes, t--moving each cell from the charging circuit
when its on-charge voltage reached 1.55.
(2) Cycling:
(a) The di s Giarge -charge cycl ing consists of 2-hour di scharges
at 15.0.amperes followed by 22-hour charge periods at 3.0 ariperes. The
discharge voltage limit is 0.8 volt per cell; and the on-charge voltage
limit is 1.51 volts per cell average, or 7.55 volts for tie 5-cell pack.
(b) The cell parareters recorded during cycling are the pack
voltage, current, cell voltages, auxiliary electrode voltages and internal
cell pressures. These parameters are recorded at the beginning and end of
discharge. During every seventh cycle, these parameters are also recorder!
every 15 minutes during discharge and every hour durinU',oarge.
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13. Onugl as Separator Test, 4xDA5-1 As tropo.-rzr Cells:
a.' Four 5.0 aripere-hour, silver-zinc cells wera asserbled with Douglas
inorganic separators.. Each cell was equipped wi th a pressure relief valve.
b. The purpose of this test is to evaluate the performance of t'he
Douglas inorganic separator veterial in silver - zinc cells.
c. Test Procedure:
^(1) The cells were individually discharged trou gh a 1-air:: resistor
to 1.0 volt.
(2) They were ciarced at 350 ni lli ar-peres, and each rervi ved
from the chargin g circuit when its ors-charge voltage readied 2.05 volts.
Then the cells walre discharged at 2.5 an?peres to 1.0 vclt.
(3) Two calls -riere charged at 350 rilliarneres to an on-dh?r e
voltage of 2.05 volts each and t;.hen discharged at 2.5 arperas to 1.0
volt :chile being vibrated to the 0,,v3 speci fication.
(4) Follavine the vibration test, all four cells were given t.-to
cycles of charge and V disc'harae as stated in paragraph 13.c.(2). During
the first cycle one of the cells that had been vibrated shored a drastic
loss of capacity. This, cell :has returned to Goddard Sp?c2 Fligi t Canter
for analysis. The analysis sha.-i-d :hat all but t:•.►o wires (one positive
and one negative) connecting the plates to the temdnals had broken.1
(5) The three remaining cells =very
 then charged  at 350 milliamperes
to 2.05 volts each, and placed in a temperature ciainber at 0° C for 24
hours prior to the fol l orri ng sequence.
(a) The cellswere discharged at 2.5 ar^zr es to 1.0 volt.
Next, tney were recharged at 350 n;i lli aroeres to 2.05 volts each, and
again discharged at 2.5 amperes to 1.0 volt each.
(b) The temperature was then raised to 25° C and the discharge
resuried at 2.5 amperes to 1.0 volt each to remove the residual capacity.
(6) Cycling: The cells are nua being gjcl ed to fai 1 ure by:
(a) Charge at 350 milliarperes to 2.05 volts.
(b) Allow cells to stand on 30-day open circuit stand.
(c) Discharge n 2.5 amperes to 1.0 volt eachh.
(7) monitoring: The current and cell voltages are being recorded
every 30 minutes during charge, and every 10 siinutes during discharge. The
cell voltages during the 30-day open circuit stand are being record daily.
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•14. Yardney Plate and Separator Test:
a. Twelve 12 ampere-hour, silver-zinc calls were asser.1bled by Yardney
Electric Cornorati on, with t.-.,o different negative plate u,ateri als , and tiro
-different separator c^ateri als . Each cell was equipped with a . pressure gage.
Testing was halted te-iirporariiy when pressures exceeded t=ie raxirM,; specified
limit of 10 psig during char ge to confer :raith Goddard Space Flit Center
for test modi fi cations. 'Pie two types of cells are as fol 1o;as:
_(1) Type 2: nine cells 1 1969, serial nu^rbers 13 tInrough 26. The
negative plates contained 5.0 percent teflon. The separator consisted of.
five layers of C-19.
(2) Type 3:	 Three cells iU69, serial numbers 30, 37 and 38.	 The
negative plates contained 0.5 percant CMC.	 The separator consisted of
e five layers of RAI 2.2XH.
= b.	 These -hio cell types were sukAtted for test and evaluation of t=ile
negative plates with their res pective additives, Sac-i type mitt a h_ l aye- r
wrap of different separator i uteri al . Cells of only t.ro of t^e four
propos ed types ;lava been su r.: tted to ;late.
i c.
	 Initial Tests:
(lj The cells were charged in series at 1 .:1 ar he rc, and cac^r
removed fron the cnargi ng. circuit when it reacicd an on-charge voltage
of 2.00 volts. 1
(2) Follo:aina an open circuit stand of 1 hour after Oarca of tae
last cell was carpleted, the cells .sere discharged at 3.0 ar^racres. i:aC;i
cell was removed from the disdiarpe circuit when its voltage reached 1.30.
(3) Follo=wing a 2-hour open circuit stand, the charge and discharge
of paragraphs 14.c.(l) and 14.c.(2) were repeated.
d. Cycling Test: .
(1) The calls were charged in series at 1.0 ampere to a voltage
limit of 1.97 volts per cell for 30 hours. The voltage of any one cell
was not to exceed 1.97 volts Dior the pressure to exceed 10 psi. Follo=wing
completion of charoe, the ce l ls were allcruee to stand open ci rcui t for 2
hours before being discharged.
12) The cells were discharged individually at 3.0 ar,peres to 1.30
volts. Follo=wing completion of di s di arge , the cells were allotted to stand
open circuit for 1 to 5 hours before being placed on charge.
(3) At the beginning of cycling, all 12 cells were connected in
series. The voltage limit could not be control 1 ed on each cell by this
means. When any cell would reach the 1.97 voltage limit, the voltage
25
limit of the power supply was manually reset to r-ei ntai n the voltage at
1.97 volts. This resulted in a voltage decrease in tree cells wits lo:ier
voltage and a pressure increase in the cells with hi finer voltage.
(4) The cells were then divided into tuto groups of six cells; each
with a^paaer supply. The situation described above was still oaserved and
the cells require6 constant monitoring.
e. Changes in the test procedilre:
(1) To keep the cells from darrnagi ng theruel ves , the tes -#.- procedure
was altered as follaws:
(a) The cells were charged at i anpere until the first cell
reached 1.97 volts, then tie charging current was reduced to 100 milli-
amperes.
f. Monitoring-
(1) De call voltaces viere recorded hourly on c0arce and ever] 15
minutes on discharpa.
I
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Frequency	 Level	 Frequency	 Level
	
15 - 70
	
0.03092 Cps
	
15 - 70	 0.030c,2/cps
	
70 - 400	 0.022592/cns	 70 - 150	 0.022522/cps
400 - WO	 0.04592/cps	 150 - 2000	 0.03092/cps
800 - 2000	 0.03092/cps
(b) Sinusoidal Vibraticn: The cells shall be subjected to
sinusoidal vibration at a sweep rate of one octave per minute wits taro
exposures per each axis at the frequencies and levels sho.,n belo:r.
Frequency	 bevel
5 - 8 cps
	
0.5" D.A.
9 - 14 cps
	
Linear decrease to 0.2" D.A.
15 - 54 cps
55 - 2700 cps
(c) S'aock: The
save shock pulses of 30 + 10
mutually perpendicular axes.
`	 (1) The tune
milliseconds + 10 percent.
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0.2" D.A.
30 g' s
cells shall be subjected to tao half-sine
percent amplitude in each of the three
duration of the two pulses shall be 6 and 12
15 . General Performance Tests:
a. , The purpose of this program is to gather specific infor,iiation
concerning sealed nickel -cadmium cells designed for use in spacecraft.
b. Environmental Characteristics:
(1) Eadi cell not equipped witi a pressure gage shall receive the
following envi ronrental tests:
(a) Random Vibration: The cells small be vibrated for 3
minutes in each of the three .axes at the frequencies and levels sha-in
belaa.
Longitudinal Axis 	 Lateral Axes
6
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0(d) Acceleration: The cells shall be subjected to acceleration
at.the g level and tir.-.e for each axis specified beloer.
g Level Axis Duration
11.3 +X 4.5 14 nu tes /Axi s
2.3 +Y, -Y 4.5 Minutes/Axis
2.3 +Z, -Z 4.5 i 1i nutes/ilxi s
3.0 -X 4.5 t.li nutes/ Axi s
(2) During each phase of the random vibration, shock and acceler-
ation tests, the cells shall be discharged at the c/2 rate. During eac)
phase of the sinusoidal vibration test, the cells shall be discharged at
the c/5 rate because of greater lennth of tir:me required for the tests.
(3) Prior to each test, the cells shall be recharged at the c/110
rate for In liours.
c. Charge and Disclia.rca Voltac- Ciaract-eristics (".11 Cells):
(1) At various c;i arge rates:
(a) While it' room terperature, eac'n cell shall be discs)are+%y
to 0.0 volt at the c/2 rate and snorted out fcr a narioc of 39 to 50
minutes. The cells shall then be racharged at the c/10 rate for 15 hours.
After a 15-minute open circuit stand, each cell shall be given a capacity
discharge at the c/2 rate to 0.0 volt and then shorted out for a period
of 30 to 60 rri notes.
(b) A thermocouple shall be attached to the side of each of the
five cells. The cells shall then be placed in a terperature 6ar er and
alloyed to stabilize at -20° C.
(c) The cells shall then be recharged at the c/40 rate (no voltage
limit) to 100 percent of tie manufacturer's rated capacity.
(d) After a 15-minute stand, each cell shall be disdiarged at the
c/2.rate to 0.0 volt and shorted out for a period of 30 to 60 minutes.
(e) Paragraphs 15.c.(1)(c) and 15.c.(1)(d) shall be repeated
for c/20a, c/10, c/5, c/2, c/1 and 2c charge rates.
(f) Upon Completion of above sequence with the seven charge
rates, the tests of paragraphs 15.c.(1)(c), 15.c.(1)(d) and 15.c.(1)(e)
shall be repeated at 00 C, 20° C and 40° C.
(g) On cells having auxiliary electrodes, the auxiliary
electrode voltage shall be monitored across 47 ohms during both ciarge
and discharge portions of the test. 	 -	 _	 . .
.
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i(h) The results shall be shown graphically with cell c rarge
and discharge voltag s versus charge and discharge ampere-hours.
(i) At room temperature, the cells shall teen be recl'iarged at
the c/10 rate for 15 hours. After a 15-minute stand, each cell s,iall be
given a capacity disciarge at the c/2 rate to 0.0 volts and snorted out
for a period of 30 to 060 rd nutes .
(2) A t-Various  Discharge Fates:
(a) The cells shall then be allwed to stabilize at -20° C.
(b) Using the diarge rate from paragraph 13.c.(1)(e) alcove
that resulted in the maxiram ampere-hour efficiency, tie cells snail be
recharged (no voltage limit) to 100 percent of the manufacturer's rated
capaci ty.
 .
(c) After a 15-minute stand, each cell shall be discharged at
the c/40 rate to 0.0 volt and shorted for a period of 30 to GO rd nutes .
(d) p aragra;r'rs 15.c.(2)(b) and lj.c.(2)(c) shall be repeated
for c/20, c/10, c/5, c/2, c/1 and 2c discourse rates.
(e) Upon completion of the above sequence with t;ie seven
discharge rates, the tests shall be repeated at 0° C, 20° C and 40* C.
(f) On cells having auxiliary . electrodes, the auxi liarf
electrode voltage shall be rmnitored across 47 oloi s during both charge
and discharge portions of the test.
(g) The results shall be shown graphically with cell disc;rarge
voltages versus discharge ampera-hours.
d. Overcharge Characteristics (All Cells):
(1) At the completion of the charge and discharge. voltage character-
istics sequence, the discharged cells shall be allowed to stabilize at
roan terperature. The cells shall then be recharr-d at' I the c/10 rate for
15 hours. After a 15-minute stand, each cell shall be given a capacitj
discharge at the c/2 rate to 0.0 volt and shorted out for 30 to 60 minutes.
1I
(b) Charge at c/40 until the cell voltage stabilizes.
(c) Charge at c/20 unti 1 tie cell voltage stabilizes.
(d) Charge at c/10 until the cell voltage stabilizes.
(e) Charge at c/5 until the cell voltage stabilizes.
(f) Charge at e/2 until t;je cell voltage stab lizes.
(g) Charge at c/1 until the cell voltage stabilizes.
(h) Charge at 2c until the cell . voltage stabilizes.
(4) All charging is at constant current with no voltaga Iinit.
(5) A drop in voltage of 0.05 volt or more I'm the highest value
observed, or temperatures above 77° C shall terminate the tests at .that
ambient temperature.
(6) On cells having auxiliary electrodes, the auxiliary
electrode voltage shall be r.:onitored across 47 onrrs during both tile
charge and discharge portions of the test.
(7) The results, shall be sha-in graphically as a plot of tie cell
voltage versus tie log 'of the charging current.
e. Changes in Test Procetiure:
(1) Due to severe gassing when charging the cells at Me him rates
at -20° C. NASA requested that the test terperature sequence of paragraphs
15.c.(i) and 15.c.(2) be changed to start with 40° C and then be laiered
to 20° C, and 0° C and -20° C.
aa
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t16. Operation of Silver-Cadnium Batteries in Parallel:
a.' The purpose of this test is to obtain inforination on the character-
istics of silver-cadmium batteries operating in parallel. Ten Yardney
12.0 ampere-hour cells, with oxygen fuel cell tyre auxiliary electrode
material used for gas recombination, were subjected to tle folirniin tests:
b. Initial Conditioning:
.(1) Each cell was discharged through a i-ohsn resistor fir 16 ho.!rs.
(2) A 1-ohm resistor aas connected between the auxiliarj electrode
and the negative terminal throughout all testing.
(3) The cells were charged at 900 mi1liarperes until eadi reached
a terminal voltage of 1.55.
(4) The cells were then discharged individually at 4.0 arnperes to
0.8  volt .
(5) Repeat the charge-discharge cycle of paragraphs 16.x;.(3) and
16.b.(4) for a total of threc cycles.
c. Cycling Procedure:
(1) The 10 cells were assert-b led into t:•.o 5-cell packs. Each
pack consists of cells more nearly matched in arpere-hour capacity.
(2) The packs were charged individually  at the cj10 rate (1.2
amperes) for 24 hours.
(} The packs were then Annected in parallel and cycled as
foi 1 MIS :
.a
(a) Discharge: The discharge rate for the too packs in
parallel was 6.0 anperes for 1 hour.
(b) Charge: The maximum charge rate for the two packs in
arallel was 2.4 amperes for 9 hours with a voltaga limit of 7,50 volts{p1.50 volts per cell, average) .
(4) Recording of Test Results
i(c) Charging Efficiency: The arpere-hours delivered and the
ampere-hours accepted on the succeeding recharge by each pack were recorded
for each cycle for determination of charging efficiency.
d  
	 ♦ 	 f
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I=	 17.. Synchronous' Orbit ( Gerjeral Electric 12.0 ah):
a.` Thirty General Electric, 12.0 arpere -hour (17 wits auxiliary elec-
trodes) sealed, nickel- cadrriuri cells are being tested under conditions
3inu.1ating those aboard a synchronous orbit satellite. The purpose of the
test is''evaluation of auxiliary electrode for charge control in synchronous
type orbi t.
b. The pressure gages of six cells were replaced by pressure trans-
ducers..
c. The30 cells are assembled into six 5-cell packs; each containing
a cell with a pressure transducer inserted inane pressure gage fitting;
and cells with and without auxiliary electrodes.
d. Test parameters:
(1) Packs 7 and 8 are cycling at 0° C ambient, at 60 and 33 percent
depth of discharge respectively.
(2) Packs 9 and 10 are cycling at 20 ° C anti ent, at 60 and a3 percent
depth of discharge raspectively.
(3) Pack 11 is cycling at 40 ° C ambient, at 60 percent depth of
di s Giarga .
(4) Pack 12 is cycling at -20° C ambient, at 93 percent depth of
discharge.	 f
e. A thermocouple is located on the face of the center cell of each	 ---
pack.
f. Initial Cycle:
(1) Each pack was charged at the c/10 rate 0.2 aweres) for 16
hours, followed by a discharge at the c/2 rate (6.0 ameres) to 0.5 volt
for any individual  call . The packs were teen recharged at' the c/4 rate(3.0 amperes) to the auxiliary electrode trip veltane (300 mv), followed
by a discharge at the c/2 rate to 0.5 vol t for art , ce ; l . The third cycle
consisted of a charge at the c/4 rate (3.0 amperes) to the auxiliary elec-
trode trip voltage ( 300 my) , followed by a discharge at a rate determined
by the maxirxm depth of discharge on the longest shadow period (72
minutes) to 0.5 volt for any cell. Vne pack was then charged at the c/4
rate (3,^ amperes) to the auxiliary electrode trip voltage (300 mv)
followed by the cycling regime.
(2) The duration of the discharge of the first day of each 42-daffy
shadow period was 0 .2 hour._ Thee disdiarge tire for the succeedino dWs
through the 17th daft was increased by uniform increments to 1.2 h rs and
held at 1.2 hmm for each of the succeeding 3 days, On the 21st
33
Ithe packs were dis6harmd at the cycle rate to 0.5 volt for any cell. The
discharge time for Vie four succeeding days t?hrough tic 25th day was 1.2
hours. Then during the last 17 days of each 42-day shadcv period, tie
daily discharges sere decreased by unifom ircromrts to 0.2 hour. Tie
current for tine various daily dischar;a periods for each pack th ro un'lout
the 42-day shadow period was a constant current value as follo.!rs:
(a) 6 mgieres for packs cycling at 60 percent depth of
discharge.
(b) 8 amperes for packs cycling at 80 percent depth of
discharge.
(3) Charging for all packs was by constant current at 3.3 ar:.peres
to the auxiliary electrode trip voltage of 3130 my at which time the charging
rate was reduced to 210 ma-.
g. Adjustrrents During Gycl i ng:
(1) Durinn uhe 12t) cycle, pact 7 at J° C aid 60 percent Giept;h of
discharge, ialC c;harra rate was reduce: from 3. 1 to 1. 5 aiiperes whereas
Oat for pact; ^; at 0° G and 00 perc-rit dnchwh of discharr . e :vas left at 3.7
ariperes. The auxiliary electrode trip voltage of both packs was reduced
from 300 m to 150 rm.
(2) Gurino tihe '17th cycle, pack it at 40° C and 60 percent derti
of discharge, the auxiliary zlectroae trip veltag` was increased from 300
to 600 cn► and t}e trickle c:hdrce rate was increased fra:. 200 to 040 era.
(3) During the 4th cycle recaarce, pack,,  12 at -20° C was allotted
to continue trickle charge at 20 wa for a total of 43.6 hours to laver tine
- - internal pressure by recoiraticin of the gases.
	
This was foliated by an
open circuit period of 75 hours.
	
T:he reduction in inter .ai pressure as
_ evidenced by a drop fron. 219 to 200 car is insignificant  t 320 r y = 100 psi g) .
Following the discharge on the 9th day (5thcycle) the charge current was
reduced from 3 .0 aWi	 res to 400 ma, tine auxiliary electrode trip voltage
from 300 to 150 mv, and the trickle charge current from 244 na to 43 ma.
` On the 10th day the charge voltage control of the pack was changed from
_- dells 4 and 5 to cells 3 and 5.
(5) From the 27th to 42nd day the charge current for pack 12 at
-20° C remained at 600 ma. The trickle charge current -ae -educed to
40 ma.' The trickle current remained at 40 ma. 'When the cell voltages or
pack voltage were too high the trickle current was reduced manually.
h. After shadow period, the packs are on charge at trickle rate for
140 days prior to next shadov period. The trickle charge rate was 200 ma
for packs 7, 8, 9 and 10; 600 ma for pack 11 and 0 ma for pack 12.
if
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lo.	 Synchronous Orbit (General Electric 6.0 air):
a.'	 Thirty G.E., 6.0 ar.pere-hour, sealed, nickel -cadrIum cells are
being tested under conditions similar to those aboard a sync►rronous orbit
. .satel lite. 	 Tile purpose of the test is to establi sh
 
the 1 i fe • capab i 1 i ties
of nickel - cadridurr, space cells for con=nications satellites and sUllar
missions in synchronous obi is .
b.	 Acceptance Test:
^(1) Capacity Test: 	 Subject the cells to a series of three capacity
checks as follars:
(a) Charge the cells for 15 hours at the c/10 rate (b00 will i-
amperes) .
(b) Allan cells to stand for 1 hour before discharging.
(c) DischareQ Vie cells individually at Vie c/2 rate (3.0)
anperes) to a cutoff of 1.0{3 volt per cell.
(d) Record cell voltages every 10 minutes on di sc.iarp anc
every . y our on crrarge.
(2) Cel 1 Short Test: 	 Foi 1 ati nn coi-rl a ion of tiie tiri rd capacity
check discharge:
(a) load eacin cell with a resistor of a value giving a c/1 to
c/5 (6.0 anperes to 1.2 acperes) discharge rate.
(b) Allavi the cells tq stand for 15 .lours with the resistors
acting as _a shorting device.
(c) Remove resistors and allay cells to stand on open circuit •
for 24 hours.
(d) Record cell voltages hourly.
(3) I,r. rsion Seal Test: r
(a) Place the cells raider eater in a bell jar.
s,- f
(4) Overcharge Test:
(a) Charge til e. cells at each of three rates for 48 hours as
fol laws:
1. c/20 ( 300 milliamperes).
2. c/10 (600 milliamper-as).
• A. c/5 (1.2 amperes).
(b) Record the cell voltages hourly.
(c) Discontinue charging'
 of any cell teat exceeds 1.5.0 volts.
(5) Internal Resistance Test:
(a) At the completion of the overcnarae test return the cells
to the c/20 (300 milliarmeres) ciarginn rate, Ic/20
(b) :mile charring
 at this rate, pulse the charagingg
 currant
at Vie c ra ge (u.0 ar;peresy, I c , for 5 to 13 seconds.
(c) Record the cell voltage, Y1, it iediately prior to t'ae
pulse, and the cell volta ge, 1 2, 5 r:iilisecovds after initiation of tale
pulse.
(d) Calculate the internal resistances of the cells according
to:
R=0y2- V1
-C/20
(6) Repeat the immersion seal test.	 ..
C. Test Parameters:
(1) The cells ware grouped into six 5-cell packs, two of which
were equipped with a coulometer for charge control.
(2) The packs are being tested under the conditions- listed  below:
Pack
	
Test	 Depth of	 Recharge	 Trickle
flurwer	 Terperature.	 Disc%arge	 Current (amps)	 Current (amps)
Sync 4	 -20° C	 4010	 0.200	 0.200
Sync 3	 0° C
	 40%	 0.290	 0.200
Sync 5	 0° C
	
6010	 0.3'00	 0.200*
Sync b	 .	 0° C	 tip	 0.400	 0.200*
Sync 2	 25° C	 40%	 0.203	 0.20
Sync 1	 40° C	 40%-
	
0.200
	
0.200
* Coulor:^eter Controlled.
d.	 Initial Cycle:
(1) Each pac	 was ci,areed at t^ia c!1+? rate (6)0 miiliarl res) for
_ to hours, follo:. ,red by a dis6ar(7e for 1 ;,cur at t12 resnective cycle rate
(2.0, 3.0 or 4.0 amperes) as noted in paragraph 1 80.e.(12).	 Tile hacks were
t en returi,ed to coutinuous Oarge for 60 days at t,e respec tive rare
noted in para graph 13.c.(2).
e.	 Cycling Procedure.
(1) During the period from the 61st through the 130th day and
- from the 241st ttrou5h the 280t, day of or;viting, these packs were
subjected to 24-hour discharge-Oarge cycling to sir:ulate the so called
40-day shadow periods experienced by the battery aboard a synchronous
orbit satellite.
(2) The duration of the discharge of the first day of each 40-day
l shads period was 0.2 hour.	 The discharge tine for t'ie succeeding days
up through the loth day. was increased by uni formi i ncrerte nts to 1.2 hours
and held at 1.2 hours for each of the succeeding S days.	 Then during fire
1 last 16 days of each 40-day shadau period, the daily discharges weredecreased by uniform increments to 0.2 hour. 	 The current for fire various
daily discharge periods, for each pack throughout tie 40-day shadow
period was of a uni fort.; value as follows:
(a) 2.0 amperes for packs sync 1 through 4.
_ (b) 3.0 amperes for pack Sync 5.
t
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_	 0' Whi Te. cycling during the shadaa periods, tae individual  cel 1
voltag
-
es.. and the -total voltage and current were neasured with a di ^,i tal
voltmeter ant: recorded. Readings mere recorded five f it s durin g n  di sc iargc;
1 minute after start and 1 minute before the end of discharge witn tiree
'readi rags in oetieen at equally spaced tirre intervals. When the tine
interval bet-men Oe i ntermadi ary readings reached 10 minutes, additional
readings were taken as necessary to prevent tie equally spaced readings
from exceeding 10 ra i notes . During ciraryr: ;?cri ods , the readings were
taken dourly.
• (5) aeNeen Ue shadow periods, the individual  cell voltages,
total voltage and current were reasured with a di ni tal voltmeter at 0200,
1000 and 1800 hours daily and recorded.
1
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19. Three 5.0 Arpere-Hour, Zinc-Oxygen Cells, manufactured by Union Carbide:
a. Purpose:
(1) The purpose of this test is to ascertain the applicability of
the zinc-oxygen cells to the space program and to deter-iii ne:
(a) Their capability of delivering rei i ail a parer over an
appreciable span of time.
(b) ghat can be done to "squeeie" more life out of the cells..
(c) Whether a continuous flog of oxygen to the cell when
under load is necessary, or whether the flai could be "dead-ended" to
mininize the consumption of oxygen.
(d) The type of "plumbing" necessary.
(e) The nurser of vratt-hours per pound that may be expected
under various me :cods of calculation.
(f) Any additional information as revealed by Vie rata.
b. Cell Description:
(1) The cells are encase; in trans parent plastic, and have three
electrodes: a carbon catalysed, oxygen fuel cell electrodes a nickel
charging electrode; and a zinc electrode :ihida serves as a corxon negative
during both the charge and discharge modes of operation. The nickel
charging electrode is used to avoid oxidation and consequent degradation
of the oxygen electrode.
(2) The 5.0 anpere-hour cells are rectangular in shape and are
supported on a plexiglass pedestal.
(3) The present type of cells are equipped with miniature thee-
way stopcocks for venting and adjustrivnt of electrolyte levels. Thus far
this has proved to be superior to the self-sealing plugs Varougch which
syringes were inserted for electrolyte injection or wi thdraral .	 t
• c. Test Condi ti ons :
(a) Cycling on a 2-hour Oarge, 2-hour discharge repiii:e.
(b) Gas sampling at th= end of charge and end of discharge
by weans of a gas chromatograph.
(3) All charging and discharging shall be done at constant current
(0.700 ampere discharga and 0.721 am pere charge). T;^e pier supply shall
be prograrcied to deliver a 103 percent recharge.
;i
20 . One hundred, 12 anpere-hour, Si 1 ver-Cadmi ur:: Cells, manufactured by
GuIton:
a. Purpose:
(1) Evaluation of cells by acceptance tests prior to life cycling.
b. Acceptance tests 0ali be perforrx:d at room temperature (22° Io 29° C)
c. Cell Preparation:
(1) Record weights and veasureaknts of all cells.
(2) Place cells in groups of 10 by as cenGi tig order of serial nurluers . •
(3) Visually inspect cells and note any defects.
d. Mechanical Leak, age Test:
(1) Tiioroucgiily -rash all cells .-A I-A distilled slater until no evidence
of discoloration of pink litr.;us pa p er (to blur) by ti)e wash water.
(2) Test areas of closure by both of t'le following neti-Ions:
(a) Wipe closure areas with wet pink litmus paper and note
discoloration (to blue).
(b) Ilet closure areas viitti phenol phthalein solution (colorless)
and note coloration if any (to shades of pinks.
1. Exercise care-An the use of litmms paper or the phenol-'
phthalein solution so that the teTI Vi.ials are not shorted.
(3) Visually inspect cells for evidence of cracks or blisters and
note observations.
e. Capacity Discharge Test:
(1) Charge the cells at the c/16 •rate (750 mi llianperes) to 1.60	 r
volts per cell average. Pacord the total tinfe on charge.
(2) Place the cells on open circuit stand for 24 hours.
13) Discharge the cells at tie c/4 rate (3 arperes).
(a) Remove each call, in turn, from the discharge When it
reaches the cutoff of 1.0 volt. Record discharge time of eaca cell to	 =
1.0 volt.
Repeat the charge-discharge cle, paragraphs 20.e.(l) thr*u
20.e.(3)(a)	
c^t
 for a total of three cycles.
	-
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f1. The cells are expected to deliver a rainii,ur.i of 12.0
ampere-hours on 'fne third discharge even though they may do so on the first
and/or second discharges.
f. Cell Short Test:
(1) Follot-iing the third discharge of r.:i ,agraph 20.e. to 1.0 volt
cutoff for the individual  cells : 	 .
•	 (a) Place a 0.2 ohm resistor across each cell for 16 hours.
(b) Remove resistors and place cells on open circuit stand for
1 week.
(c) Record individual cell voltages at the end of each 24-hour
peri od.
1. At the end of 1 week of open ci rcui t stand, the individ-
ual  cell voltages must be greater than 1.10 volts.
g. flechanical Leakage Test:
(1) Repeat steps in paragraph 20.d.
h. Overcharge Test:
(1) Charge the cells at the c/16 rate (750 m lliarperes) to 1.55
volts per cell, average. Record the tire on charge.
(2) Lower the on-charge voltage to 1.51 volts per cell, average.
(3) Continue charging at 1.51 volts per cell, average, for 1 week.
Record hourly the current and the call voltages.
(4) During the last 10 minutes of the 1-week charga, reasure and
record the cell length (for use in determining expansion of the cell).
1. It is expected that Vie expansion of the individual  cell
will be less7than that caused by a pressure of 30 pounds per square inch
absolute (30 psia). A table will be supplied.
(5) Following measurement of individual cell lengths:
(a) Discharge the cells at the c/4 rate (3.0 amperes) to 1.0
volt per cell, average.
(b) Record current and individual cell voltages every 15 remotes.
(6) During the e/4 discharge of paragraph 2O .h . (5) a.*ply 60-mi ll i s ea d
pulse discharges of 15.0 a mts at the following tires.
s.
(a) One minute after the start of the c/4 discharge and hourly
thereafter. Record pulse voltages of the individual  calls on a high speed
recorder.
1. • 'the voltage of each cell must rer-ain greater t.ian 0.9
volt during the T5.0 ampere pulses as recorded on a high speed recorder.
i. Mechanical Leakage Test:
.(1) Repeat steps in paragraph 2O.d.
TEST RESULTS AS OF 31 OCTOBER 1969
•.- Y
(3) Cells Remaining on Test: 7
(4) Cells are on fourth overcharge test.
c. The acceptance test following a 1-year stand was conducted during
April 1967. The acceptance test following the second year stand was
conducted during June 1968. The acceptance test folluaing the third year
stand was conducted during July 1969.
3. IRP.E #10; Yardney, 10 Ampere-Hour, Silver-Cadmium Battery (Paragraph
3, Enclosure (1)):
a. Date Started: 29 July 1966
b. Initial Humber of Cells: 13
c.Cells Remaining on Test: 13
d. Cycles to Date: 1648
4. IMP F, #4; Yardney, 3.0 Ampere-Hour, Silver-Cadmium 3atterj (Paragraph
4, Enclosure (i)):
a. Date Started: 24 August 1967
b. Initial Number of Cells: 13
c. Cells Remaining on Test: 0
d. Cycles to Failure: 24 and 603 days of Float Charge
• e. Moved from Test: 1 October 1969
5. Synchronous Orbit IOHR16(S)-1 :4; Yardney, 16 Ampere-Hour, Silver-Zinc
Cells (Paragraph 5, Enclosure (1)):
a. Date Starr;'. 6 Decerber 1966
b. Initial timber of Cells: 10
,c. Cells Remaining on Test: 0
d. Cycles to Removal: 585 days to 31 Play 1969
e. Pack removed from test and forwarded to Goddard Space Flight Center.
z
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6.	 Yardney Separator and Plate Test (Paragraph 6, Enclosure (1)):
a.	 Pack 1 (5 K969 cells with RAI 2.241, series 2, separators):
(1) Date Started:	 14 Septerber 1967
(2) Initial tlurber of Cells:
	
5
.(3) Cells Remaining on Test:
	 0
(4) Cycles to Failure: 	 153
3
(5) Rep,:; ved from Test:	 18 July 1963
b.	 Pack 2 (5 K969 cells with teflon negatives and emulphogene):
(1) Date Started:	 30 August. 1967
(2) Initial ;hirer of Cells:
	 5
(3) Cells Remaining  on Test:	 0
(4) Cycles 'to Failure:
	 318
(5) Removed from Test:
	 18 June 1969
C.	 Pack 3 (5 K1100 cells-with negative edges extended):
(1) Date Started:
	 30 August 1967
(2) .Initial Plumber of Cells:
	
5
(3) Cells Remaining on Test:	 1
(4) Cycles to Date:	 387
7.	 Polymerized Neoprene Seal Overcharge .
 Test	 Fulton, 3.5 Ampere-!lour,
NickelCadmium Cells (Paragraph 7,	 11)):-Enclosure_
_a.	 Date Started:	 5 Decenber 1966
- b.	 Initial Number of Cells:
	 5
C.	 Cells Remaining on Test:	 4
d.	 Days of Continuous Overcharge:
	 1001
_ e.	 Cell No. 1--3.4i volts put on open circuit 31 August 1969. 
3
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8. S cubed, 6902-6YS3TB; Yardney, 3.0 Ampere-Hour, Silver-Cadmium
Batteriei (Paragraph 8, Enclosure (1)):
a. Date Started: IS June 1969
b. Initial Number of Cells: 15
c. Cells Remaining on Test: 15
d. .Cycles to Date:
(1) Pack No. 1: 335
(2) Pack No. 2: 386
(3) Pack No. 3: 399
9. S cubed, 5XYS5(S) C-34; Yardney, 3.0 Ampere-Hour, Silver-Cadmium
Batteries ( Paragraph 9, Enclosure (1)) :
a. Date Started: 3 OctoSer 1967
b. Initial Rumber of Cells: 10
c. Cells Remaining on Test: 0
d. Cycles to Removal: 476
(1) Both batteries were put on continuous charge 3 March 1968.
Test discontinued.
r
10. ESB-$orden Separator Evaluation Test (Paragraph 10, Enclosure (1)):
a. Constant Potential Charge Test:
(1) Pack 1 (5 cells with 9107-27 and 5 with 9107-29 separators):
(a) Date Started: 9 October.1967
(b) Initial Number of Cells: 10
(c) Cells Remaining on Test: 0
(d) Cycles to Failure: 106
(f) RemAved from Test: 17 May 1968
(2) Pack 4 (5 cells with 9107-27/29 and 5 with 9107-C3 separators):
(a) Date Started:	 24 October 1967
(b) Initial Plumber of Cells:
	 10
(c) Cells Remaining on Test:
	 0
(d) Cycles to Failure:	 113
(e) Removed from Test:
	 16 June 1968
b.	 Constant Current Charge Test:
(1) Pack 2 (5 cells with 9107-27 and 5 with 9107-29 separators):
(a) Date Started:	 9 October 1967
(b) Initial Number of Cells:
	 10
(c) Cells Remaining on Test:
	 0
(d) Cycles to Failure:
	
318
(e) Removed from Test:
	 23 tlarc:i 1969
1
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(2) Pack 5 (5 cells with 9107-27/29 and 5 with 9107-0 separators) :
(a) Date Started:
	 2 November 1967
(b) Initial Number of,,Cells:
	 10
(c) Cells Remaining on Test:
	 0
(d) Cycles to Failure:	 230
(e) Removed from Test:	 l January 1,169
c.	 Charged Stand Test:
(1) Pads 3 (5 cells with 9107-27 and 5 with 9107-29 separators):
(a) Date Started:	 18 October 1967
(b) Initial Plumber of Cells:
	 10
(c) Celts Remaining on Test:	 5
(d) Cycles to Date:	 24
z (2) Pack 6 (5 cells with 9107-27/29 and 5 with.9107-C3 separators):.
(a) Date Started: 	 24 October 1957
(b) Initial Number of Cells: 	 10'	 -
(c) Cells Remaining on Test: 	 4
- (d) Cycles to Dater 23
11.	 ESB-Borden Separator Evaluation Test (Paragraph 11, Enclosure (1)):
a.	 Constant Potential Charge Test:
_ (1) Pack 8 (5 cells with SK9211-1 separators):
)
(a) Date Started: 	 20 May 1969
(b) Initial "lumber of Cells:
	 5
= 1
(c) Cells Remaining on Test: 	 5
(d) Cycles to Date: 	 32
(2) Pack 12 (5 ..cells with SK9211-2 separators
(a) Date Started: 	 20 flay 1969
(b) Initial Number of Cells: 	 5
i (c) Cells Remaining on Test: 	 0
4 (d) Cycles to Failure: 	 79
(e) Removed from Test:	 29 October 1969
:.: (3) Pack 9 (5 cells with SK9211-3 separators):
(a) Date Started: 	 30 May 1969
(b) Initial dumber of Cells:	 5
i (c) Cells Remaining on Test:	 0
(d) Cycles to Failuve:	 79
(e) Removed from Test:	 29 Ocher 1969
_"°' s
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(4) Pack-15 (5 cells with SK9211-1 separators):
(a) Date Started: 2 Septenb er 1969
_.	 (b) Initial Number of Cells: 5
(c) Cells Remaining on Test: 5
(d) Cycles to Date: 36
b. Constant Current Charge Test:
(1) Pack 10 (5 cells with SK9211 - 1 separators):
(a) Date Started: 26 June 1969
(b) Initial Plumber of Cells: 5
(c) Cells Remaining on Test: 5
(d) Cycles to Date: 45
(2) Pack 11 (5 cells with SK9211-3 separators):
(a) Date Started: 26 June 1969
(b) Initial ftb r of Cells: 5
(c) Cells Remaining on Test: 4
x
(d) Cycles to Date: 56
(3) Pack 13 (5 cells with SK9211-2 separators):.
(a) Date Started: 26 June 1969
(b) Initial Plumber of Cells: 5
(c) Cells Remaining on Test: 0
(d) Cycles to Failure: 50
(e) Removed from Test: 28 October 1969
(4) Pack 16 (5 cells with SK9211-1 separators):
(c)' Cells Remaining on Test: 5
(d) Cycles to Date: 27
C.... Charged Stand Test:
(1) Pack 7 (5 cells with SK9211-3 separators):
(a) Date Started: 20 May 1969
•	 (b) Initial Plumber of'Cells: 5
(c) Cells Remaining on Test: 5
(d) Cycles to Date: 5
(2) Pack 6 (5 cells with SK9211-1 and 5 witli SYS211-2 separators):
(a) This pack of 10 cells was inadvertantly shorted externally
by the operator, resulting in noticeable damage to one of the 5-cell
groups. Although the cells of the remaining 5-cell group shared no visual
damage, testing was discontinued on these 10 cells to prevent the use of
data which may make meaningless the evaluation of the separators of this
test.
^. I
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13.. inorganic Separator TDouglasest; 4xDA5 - 1 Astropever Cells (Paragraph
13, Enclosure (1)):
a. Date Started:	 24 August 1967
b. Initial Number of Cells: 	 4
c. Cells Remaining on Test:	 0
d. -Cycles to Failure: 	 10 30-day Stands
e. Removed 'from Test: 	 24 July 1968
14. Yardney Plate and Separator Test (Paragraph 14, Enclosure (1)):
a. Date Started:	 7 December 1966
b. Initial Number of Cells:	 12
c. Cells Remaining on Test: 	 0
d. Cycles to Failure:	 196
e. Removed from Test:
	 6 January 1968
15. General Performance Tests (Paragraph 15, Enclosure (1)):
a. Five Gulton, 20 ah, Auxiliary Electrode, Nickel-Cadmium Cells:
(1) Date Started:	 6 July 1967
(2) Test Completed: 	 6 February 1968	 c
b. Five Gulton, 1.25 ah, Nickel-Cadmium Cells:
(1) Date Started:	 14 April 1968
(2) Testing being held pending instructions from NASA, Goddard.
c. Five NIFE, 3.9 ah, Nickel-Cadmix Cells:
(1) Date Started:	 12 Sept?-.rber 1967
(2) Test Completed:	 7 March 1968
d. Five General Electric, 20 ah, ;Nickel-Cadmium Cells:
(1) Date Started:	 22 January 1969
(2) Test Completed: 	 19 April 1969
e. Five Genral Electric, 6.0 ah, Nickel-Cadmium Cells:
(1) Date Started: 8 Novenber 1967
(2) Test discontinued 15 November 1967 follwing rupture of all
cells.
f. Five General Electric, 6.0 ah, Nickel-Cadmium Cells:
'(1) Date Started: 29 November 1967
(2) Test Completed: 7 March 1968
16. Operation of Silver-Cadrnun Batteries in Parallel (Paragraph 16,
Enclosure (1)):
a. Date Started: 5 Illay 1967
b. Initial Number of Cells: 10
c. Cells Remaining on Test: 0
d. Cycles to Failure: 1384
e. Removed from Test: 3 April 1969
17. Synchronous Orbit; G.E. ,.12 ah, Nickel-Cadmium Cells (Paragraph 17,
Enclosure (1)):
a. Date Started: 23 ;March 1969
b. Initial Number of Cells: 30
c. Cells Remaining on Test: 30
d. Cycles to Date: 221
18. Synchronous Orbit; G.E. 6.0 ah, Nickel-Cadrd um Cells (Paragraph 18,
Enclosure (1)):
a. Date Started: 19 July 1967
b. Initial Number of Cells: 34
C. Cells Remaining on Test: 25
d. Cycles to Date: 836
s
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e. Five additional cells added 2 August 1968
(1) Cells Remaining on Test: 5
(2) Cycles to Date: 456
19. 5.0 Ampere-Hour, Zinc-Oxy gen Cells, manufactured by Union Carbide
(Paragraph 19, Enclosure (1)):
a. Date Started: 1 Noverber 1967
b. Initial Number of Cells: 6
c. Cells Remaining on Test: 0
d. Cycles to Completion:
(1) Serial number 791 completed test after 69 cycles.
(2) Serial number 792 completed test after 59 cycles.
(3) Serial number 794 completed test after 51 cycles on 7-.19-68.
(4) Serial number 802 completed test after 97 cycles on 3-23-68.
(5) Serial number 803 completed test after 78 cycles on 8-8-68.
(6) Serial number 804 completed test after 50 cycles on 7-19-68.
20. 12 Ampere-Hour, Silver-Cadmium Cells, manufactured by Gulton
(Paragraph 20, Enclosure (1)):
a
a. Cate Started: 18 October 1968
b. Initial Number of Cells: 100
c. Ten groups have completed test:
(1) Testing on the 1 as t of 10 groups was completed 5 March 1969.
